First pass MRA of the abdomen: ultrafast, non-breath-hold time-of-flight imaging using Gd-DTPA bolus.
The authors describe a new fast imaging sequence that can produce projection angiograms of the abdominal vessels at a rate of 2 to 3 frames per second. The result is a versatile imaging technique that can track the arrival of a bolus of contrast in major vessels. With very fast data acquisition, gross patient motion is not a problem, and routine vascular projection studies may be performed without the need for breath-holding. This method is compatible with later high-resolution three-dimensional gradient echo studies using contrast agents and may, in fact, be used as an accurate timing protocol to gauge the arrival time of contrast in various segments of the abdominal vessels. Compared with echo planar imaging, this method has the advantages of avoiding susceptibility artifacts and depicting retroperitoneum and other abdominal fat-containing landmarks and does not require extensive hardware modifications for a clinical system.